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In the story "The Ninny", why did the governess say "merci" to the employer, when she

received only eleven rubles instead of eighty rubles?

1- &,.' 0���

What is the relation between the theme and the title of  "The Ninny"? 2- &,#1 0���

What is the significance of the first person narrator in  "The Ninny"? 3- &,1& 0���

In the story "A Day's Wait", what was the doctor's prescription? 4- &,.' 0���

In  "A Day's Wait" , there are two fairly long paragraphs describing the father's hunting

birds, what meaning do these contribute to the story?

5- &,#1 0���

What meaning is rendered by the title of the story "A Day's Wait "?6- &,1& 0���

In the story "Thank You, M'am", why did the boy snatch the woman's purse?7- &,.' 0���

In what respects did the woman in "Thank You, M'am" find something in her life shared

with the boy's?

8- &,#1 0���

In "Thank You, M'am", Why did the boy take care to sit on the far side of the room where

he could easily be seen by Mrs. Jones?

9- &,1& 0���

In the story "The Six Rows of Pompons", what was Uncle Hiroshi's proposal to take

Nephew Tatsuo in their hands?

10- &,.' 0���

 According to Uncle Hiroshi in  "The Six Rows of Pompons", what made Tatsuo happy?11- &,#1 0���

What is the theme of  "The Six Rows of Pompons"?12- &,1& 0���

In the story "Zoo", what did the animals brought by Professor Hugo look like?13- &,.' 0���

In the  "Zoo", how do the people from Kaan describe humans?14- &,#1 0���

How could the meaning of zoo be interpreted in the "Zoo"?15- &,1& 0���

In the story "A Secret for Two", why did Pierre refuse to be retired?16- &,.' 0���

What elements in "A Secret for Two" indicated that there was a secret between Pierre

and Joseph?

17- &,#1 0���

Where can you find the climax of "A Secret for Two"?18- &,1& 0���

What is the meaning of the underlined word in the following line taken from the story

"What Stumped the Blue-jays"?

"…… a blue-jay lit on that house, with an acorn in his mouth…….."

19- &,.' 0���

According to Jim in "What Stumped the Blue-jays", what kind of animals talk more than

the others?

20- &,#1 0���
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What is common between humans and the Blue-jays in "What Stumped the Blue-jays"?  21- &,1& 0���

In the story "Christmas Day in the Morning", what did Robert think of as a special gift for

his father on Christmas Day?

22- &,.' 0���

In "Christmas Day in the Morning", why did Robert find himself a fortunate person?23- &,#1 0���

How do you interpret the following line from "Christmas Day in the Morning":  "love

alone could waken love"?

24- &,1& 0���

In the story "The Third Wish", why did Mr. Peters prick his tongue with a thorn?25- &,.' 0���

In "The Third Wish", what does the king of the forest mean by saying: "Don't blame if you

spend the last wish in undoing the work of the other two"?

26- &,#1 0���

What is the significance of the title of the story "The Third Wish"?27- &,1& 0���

In the story "All the Years of Her Life", why was Mr. Carr a bit embarrassed when Alfred's

mother introduced herself?

28- &,.' 0���

In "All the Years of Her Life", what did Mr. Carr decide to do after being encouraged not

to call a cop?

29- &,#1 0���

What does the underlined sentence mean in "All the Years of Her Life"?

"He watched his mother and he never spoke but at that moment his youth seemed to be

over".

30- &,1& 0���
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